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Abstract.

A three-dimensional

Monte

Carlo

model of the uniform

relativistic

runaway electron breakdownin air in the presenceof static electric and magnetic
fields is used to calculate electron distribution functions, avalanche rates, and the
direction and velocity of avalanchepropagation. We also derive the conditions
required for an electron with a given momentum to start an avalanche in the
absenceof a magnetic field. The results are compared to previously developed
kinetic and analytical modelsand our own analytical estimates,and it is concluded

that the rates usedin many early models[e.g.,Lehtinenet al., 1997; Taranenko
and Roussel-Dupr•,1996; Yukhimuket al., 1998; Roussel-Dupr•et al., 1998] are
overestimatedby a factor of •-10. The Monte Carlo simulation results are applied
to a fluid model of runaway electron beams in the middle atmosphere accelerated
by quasi-electrostaticfields following a positive lightning stroke. In particular,
we consider the case of lightning dischargeswhich drain positive charge from

remoteregionsof a laterallyextensive(> 100 km) thundercloud,usinga Cartesian
two-dimensional model. The resulting optical emission intensities in red sprites
associatedwith the runaway electrons are found to be negligible compared to the
emissionsfrom thermal electrons heated in the conventional type of breakdown.
The calculated gamma ray flux is of the same order as the terrestrial gamma ray
flashesobservedby the Burst and Transient Source Experiment detector on the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory.
1.

Introduction

Redsprites[Sentmanet al., 1995]are large-scale
luminous glows occurring above thunderstorms at alti-

tudes 50-90 km, exhibiting predominantlyred color.
Terrestrialgammaray flasheshave been observedby

the Burstand TransientSourceExperiment(BATSE)
detectorslocatedon the ComptonGammaRay Obser-

vatory(CGRO)[Fishman
et al., 1994]andarebelieved
to be associated
with lightningdischarges
[Inan et al.,
1996].In this work,we applya newMonte Carlomodel
to evaluatethe connectionof the red spritesand terrestrial gammaray flasheswith high-energy
(20 keV to
10 MeV) runawayelectrons,producedabovethunderstormsand driven upward by the thundercloudelectric
field.

1.1.

Runaway

Breakdown

in Gases

When the energyof an electronin a gas exceeds
certain value, the friction forceresulting from its colli-

sionswith the gas constituents begins to decreasewith
increasingenergy, as shownby the solid line in Figure 1.
If a strong enough external electric force is applied to
such an electron, it becomes a "runaway" electron and
initiates a breakdown process.
The runaway electron breakdown was previously studied not only in relation to non-ionized air but also in relation to high-energy plasmas, such as in tokamaks and
astrophysical plasmas. Analytical studies considered

uniformbreakdown[Sizykh,1993;Gurevichet al., 1992],
spatial propagation and diffusion of a runaway beam

[Gurevichet al., 1994],breakdownin the presenceof a
magneticfield [Gurevichet al., 1996],and the runaway
processin a high-energyplasma[Bulanovet al., 1997].
The numerical solution of the kinetic equation describing the relativistic runaway breakdown in the absence

of a magneticfield wasobtainedin air [Roussel-Dupr•
et al., 1994;Symbalisty
et al., 1998]and in high-energy
helium[BabichandKutsyk,1995].One-dimensional
(lD) Monte Carlo modelsof thermalrunawaywith strong

fieldsE/N > 3 x 10-x9 V m2 wereapplied
to nitrogen
Copyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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[Kurnhardtet al., 1986]and neon[Shveigert,1988].
In an earlierstudyof runawayelectrons[Lehtinenet
al., 1997],the avalancherates weretaken from a nonmagnetickinetic model [Roussel-Dupr•et al., 1994],
24,699
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10ø to 50ø, and terrestrial gamma ray flasheshave been
observed throughout the equatorial region covered by
CGRO, namely q-20ø geographiclatitude. These lowlatitude regions are characterizedby a large angle between geomagneticfield and the vertical, which makes
the cylindrically symmetric model inadequate to describe energeticelectron discharges,sincethe magnetic
field influencesthe electron motion to a large extent at

101

10o

high altitudes [Lehtinenet al., 1997; Gurevichet al.,
•996].
The

10'1

,
10'z

Monte

Carlo

model

considered

here allows an

arbitrary direction of the •eoma•netic field. The model
is also two-dimensional but is translationally symmetric
in a horizontal direction and is applicableto the caseof

10ø

10z

Energy, MeV

Figure 1.
Dynamic friction function used in our
calculations' solid line, full dynamic friction function

lightningdrainingpositivechargefrom remoteregions
of a laterally extensive(> 100 km) storm front. The
length of the cloudmust be at least the sizeof the region
modeled. The dischargein our model is characterized

FD givenin equation(2); dashedline, dynamicfriction by the removalof a linear chargedensity(in C/km).
We calculateboth optical emissionin the N2 first posFD,exclwith excludedionizationgivenin equation(8).
itive band system,which is dominant in red sprites,and

and the direction of avalanchepropagation was calculated from the equation of motion of an individual elec-

tron [Gurevichet al., 1996].
It hassincebeenshown[Symbalisty
et al., 1997]that
the avalancherates as reported by Roussel-Duprdet al.

gammaray emissionfrom energeticrunaways [Lehtinen et al., 1996]. The gammaray flux and spectrum
are comparedto BATSE observations[Nemiroffet al.,
19971
.
2.

Breakdown

Simulation

[1994]were not accurate,both becauseof numerical
In this work, we use the following notations:
problems in the computations and owing to the fact
E, B external electricand magneticfields,assumed
that the effectsof the magnetic field were neglected.
constant and uniform in the Monte Carlo
In this paper we usea Monte Carlo techniquein order
calculations;
to model runaway avalanchein the presenceof a mag- p, œ,v electronmomentum,kinetic energyand velocnetic field. This more general method also allows us
ity, respectively;
to addressexisting discrepanciesbetween the results of
? -- l/V/1- v•'/c•'-- 1+ • electron
relativisdifferent models of this phenomenon. Avalanche rates
tic factor;
and the direction and velocity of avalanchepropagation
Nm molecular density of air;
are accurately determined from our Monte Carlo model
Zm = 14.5 average molecular nuclear charge for
and then used in the 2-D Cartesian runaway model in
air;
the middle atmosphere.
e magnitude of the electron charge;
rrt electron mass;
1.2. Runaway Breakdown in the Middle
c speed of light;
Atmosphere

The relativistic runaway breakdown field Et in air

ro = e2/(4•reomc
2) • 2.81777
x 10-•s m electron
classical radius.

abovethunderclouds
[Gurevichet al., 1992]is smaller 2.1. General Description
than the conventional
breakdownfield [Papadopoulos
et
The Monte Carlo model of runaway breakdown makes
al., 1993]by a factorof ,,•10. The runawayelectronsare
thought to be acceleratedby quasi-electrostaticfields
in the middle atmospherefollowinga positive cloud-to-

ground(+CG) discharge[Bellet al., 1995].The seedof

use of a set of test electrons, for which phase space coordinate information is stored. The motion of energetic
electronsis describedby the Langevin equation. It includesthe electric and magnetic forcesand a stochastic

the relativistic runaway electron avalancheis provided
forcer(t), whichdescribes
the elasticand inelasticscatby MeV electronsfrom a cosmicray shower[McCarthy
tering of electrons:
and Parks,1992].

In our previouswork [Lehtinenet al., 1997],we studied the production of runaway electrons in thunderstorms using a cylindrically symmetric model with vertical axis and vertical geomagneticfield. Red sprites
have been observedat magnetic latitudes ranging from

dp= -eE- e
dt

m?

x B+r(t).

(1)

The modelis basedon solvingequation(1) numerically
for each electron in the set, with a time step At. The
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collisionterm r is divided into two parts, one described
in terms of a dynamic friction function and the other
determined

on a statistical
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œ/0Orion
FD,ion(œ)
__
NmZm/œ/2
0S'(œ'
œ')dœ',(6)
d•min

basis. The latter involves the

nonzero probability that some of the collisionslead to
the generationof new energeticelectronsby ionization,
which must be added to the existing set of test electrons.
Typically, there are many more electronsat lower en-

The crosssection for ionization trion is given by M011er

electronof energyœ', as is shownlater. For simplicity,

After substituting the M011ercrosssection we find

formula(seeexpression
(14) below). Electronsemerging

in a collision are indistinguishable, and we label the
one with the lower energy as the secondary electron.
ergiesthan at higherenergies
dueto the (œ,)-2depen- Therefore the maximum energy that can be lost in a
dence of the ionization probability for creation of an collisionis œ/2.
we only consider electrons with œ > œminand choose
œmin= 2 keV. Any electronsfor which the kinetic energy decreasesbelow œminare dropped from the set.
For an ionizing collisionleading to the production of a

secondaryelectronwith energyœ' > œmi,,momentum
vectors of both electronsafter the ionizing collision are
calculated

on the basis of the ionization

cross section.

For œ' < œmin,the processes
of energylossand velocity
direction changeare describedin terms of the dynamic
friction function and angular diffusion, respectively.

5

(,-

8"/2
FD,ion(œ)
--NmZmt,;
{
•
2(inc
2+œ)2
- 1+•2 •2
œmin2
i ) in2(œ
--œœmin)
(7)
1- œ_
œmin
'
œrnin
in

+

2œmin

_ 2
2œminmV
(1+ 2 72
1)in œ + œmin
(8)
+2(inc
2+œ)2ß
œmin2
-

2.2. Dynamic Friction Function (Stopping
Power)

v2

7

The energy lossesfor energetic electron motion in a
collisionalgas are due to excitation and ionization processesand can be describedin terms of a dynamic fric-

tion forceFD(œ) [Betheand Ashkin,1953,p. 254], effectively acting in the direction oppositeto the electron
motion:

œ -- œmin œ -- œmin

½2

Note that equation(6) is meaningfulonlyfor œ>_2œmin,
and therefore for œmin < œ < 2œminwe still use ex-

pression(2)instead of equation(8). Both FD(œ) and
FD,•xd(œ)are plottedin Figure1 as functionsof œ.

+

, (=)

where

•c- 2•rro2•C2(C/•)
2

(3)

and I is the average ionization energy, I m 80.5 eV

for air [Roussel-Duprd
et al., 1994]. This forcehas a
minimumat electronkineticenergyœ• 2.39 x rac2 •
1.22 MeV, which is equal to electric force due to the
runaway threshold field Et, determined by

For the electronenergiesof interestin the mesosphere
(< 100 MeV, as limited by the electric potential differencebetweenthe thundercloudand the ionosphere),
the radiative lossesdue to bremsstrahlung are negligi-

ble [Jackson,
1975,p. 718]and are not accounted
for in
our model.

2.3.

Angular

Diffusion

The angular scattering of electronsis mostly due to
their elastic collisions with

nuclei.

The contribution

of

this processis by a factor of atomic chargeZa = Z•/2
greater than the contribution of collisions with elec-

St
Nm

trons.

• 21.7x 2•rZ,,ro•mc=e
-• •
8.05x 10-2l V m2 - 8.05Td,

(4)

whereTd is a townsend,a convenientunit of E/N.
Because the ionization

with

creation

of electrons

with

energyœ' > œminis includedexplicitly in our model, we
must exclude the energy lossesassociatedwith it from
the dynamic friction:

FD,excl(œ)
-- FD(œ)-- FD,ion(œ).

Although the elastic collisionsare frequent, the average angle of scattering is small, and we can chooseour
time step At much greater than the time between collisions. We incorporate small-angle collisionsinto the
Monte Carlo model as random changesof p direction
by an angle
To find AO for given At, we calculate a random vari-

able/• = cos(AO), whichhas a probabilitydistribution
f(/•, t = At). This distributionis normalizedto l:

(5)
1

The ionizationlossis (we neglectthe ionizationenergy
<<

/_f(l•,
t)dl•
-1
1
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and satisfiesinitial condition such that f • 0 only at

•50 MeV, so that the sizeof the nucleusis not impor-

AO = 0 (the directionof an electronis fixed):

tant [Jackson,
1975,p. 646]. The minimumangleis

0mi
n -- Za•/3(mc/p)/x,
where
x- 192[Jackson,
1975,

f(/x,/5= 0): 5(/x- 1_),

p. 645],or x = 65.3[MortandMassey,
p. 469].In our
codewechoose
(C. L. LongmireandH. J. Longley,un-

where by 1_ we mean that the delta functionis fully inpublished
report,1973)0max= 2 and0mi
n from[Mott
cludedwhen integrated with upper limit 1. The probaandMassey,1965].Uponsubsitution,
we find
bility distributionfunctionf(/•, t) satisfiesthe diffusion
equation[Roussel-Duprd
et al., 1994]:
•;•roc
164.7 p
(13)

4vrNm•224
(7.•.•/3
v3.2 log
r•c) '

dt

Of=DO
{(1-iffOf
}

2.4.

The diffusion coefficient is connected with the time rate

of changeof the mean squareangle:

I d(O2)

D(p)- 4 dt

Production

solution to the diffusion equation is

is

O0'ion
(œ,
œl)
__
OS'

(9)

1

where Pn are Legendrepolynomials. For DAt •> 1 in

q +

f (b,At)- •

nq-• P•(b)e

n----O

Electrons

Production of secondaryelectronsin ionizing collisionsis describedby the M011erformula for relativistic
scatteringof two free electrons,one of them being initially at rest. In this way, we neglect the ionization
energy ! << œmin. The crosssection into unit energy
interval

an explicit expressionfor which is derivedbelow. The

of New

1 (2œ
+mc2)mc
2 1
.

calculations we take into account only the terms n = 0

wheren is definedin equation(3), œis the initial kinetic
and 1 in equation(9). For DAt << 1, equation(9) can energy,andœ'isthe kineticenergyof secondary
electron
be approximated as

after collision.

The total ionization cross section for the secondary

f(b,At)m2DAtexp 2DAt

.

(10)

For very smallscatteringangleAO, equation(10) is not
well suited for computation becauseof a small number
in the denominator.

electronenergyœ' > œminis

œ/2
00.io
œ')
dœ
t
0•!n(œ,

atot
(œ) --

J •min

----• œmin
-{-2œ(inc
=2œrnin
+ œ)
=+
1 œ--1œmin

In such cases we take a fixed AO

IRisken,1989,p. 60]:

me
2(me
+œ)2
2œ)
œmin
œ(7/9,C
22
-IlBœ_
œmin
' (15)
The probabilityof ionizationduringtime stepAt by an

Equation(11) is valid for multiplescatteringfor a distribution of the random single-scatteringangle with a
finite variance. This is true here because the singularity of Rutherford formula for the scattering crosssection at small anglesis absentdue to screeningwhich is
discussedshortly.
The rate of time changeof the mean squareangle for

electron

is then

e = NmZmV(Ttot(œ)/kt.

(16)

The randomsecondaryelectronenergyœsec
in the code
is found on the basis of the random variable

X(•sec
)__
1(œ)f&e½
OO.
ion
(œ
œ')dœ',
(17)
O'tot
J•min OS/ '

electrons,scatteredby neutralatomsis [Jgekso•,1975,
p. 649]:
uniformlydistributedin the interval[0,1]. Inversionof
(17) to find œsec
is doneusingapproximateexpressions

a(e=)
dt

ds

=

•V 2

0min

,

where N• = 2N• is the number density of atoms. The
angle 0min is the minimum angle of scattering, below
which the scattered angular distribution falls substantially below the Rutherford formulasfor a Coulombpotential. It is determined by Fermi-Thomas screening
of the nucleusby bound electrons. The angle 0m•x for
electronsis •1 for electronsin air with energy lessthan

O0'ion
(œ
œ,)•
0œ'
'

/5;

8 '2

0ffion
(œ,
œ,)
dœ'
• n(1
œmin
œsec
f œ•e•
1)
J•min 0S!

O'•o•(œ)•

e/2n•'

= • •min •
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so that

3. Runaway Breakdown

•rnin

•sec
• •_ X(•- 2C•min)
'
(18) 3.1.

Calculated

Avalanche
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Results
Rates

We chooseE - Exk + Ezi and B - Bzi and store
Numericalinversionof X(œsec)usingthe exact expresmomentum
componentspx, Pu,pz and coordinatesx, y,
sion(17) canbe doneusingNewton'smethod,but does
z
for
each
electron
in the set. The calculation is started
not give significantlyincreasedprecisioncomparedto
by
introducing
a
few
electrons of energy I MeV in the
usingequation(18). In fact, the error in œsec
as deterdirection
opposite
to
E. In the absenceof a magnetic
minedwith equation(18) doesnot exceed,,• 5%.
The components of the electron momenta after the
collision are determined

from the conservation

of en-

ergy and momentum. The anglesare most efficiently
found from scalar products of energy-momentumfour
vectors of electrons

before and after

a collision.

For

example, if P0, Prest,and pl, P2 are respectivelythe
energy-momentumfour vectorsof the moving and resting electronsbefore and after a collision, then P0 =

{mcffo,Po}, Prest= (•c,O}, Pl = {mCffl,Pl}, P2 =
(incif2,P2}, and Prest+ Po = Pl + P2. Usingthe fact

field the number of electrons grows as shown in Figure 2 for three

different

values

of normalized

electric

field 50. One can see from Figure 2 that the growth is
exponential.Assumingtime dependence
of N•(t) to be

proportionalto eRt, we canfind the avalanche
rate R.
Figure 3 showsthe calculatedavalancherates expressed
in a dimensionless form for different 50 as a function of

normalized magnetic field r/0 for B _k E. The data for
this plot are given also in Table 1. The statistical error
in R is calculated using the fact that the error in the

that pe= p.p • mec2•e_]p]e = meteforanyelectron numberof particlesis v/-•.
Calculatedrate valuesR at r/0 = 0 are • 10 times less
state,from(Po- p•)2 = (P2- Prest)
2 wepromptlyfind
PoßP• = mece(•o• - •2) and
than thoseof Roussel-Duprd
et al. [1994],whichwere
usedin our previouscalculations[Lehtinenet al., 1997],
andwhichwereapparentlyinaccurate[$ymbalisty
et al.,
1997]as discussed
in the introduction.With the lower

whereœi = mc2("Yi-1) are kineticenergies
of correspondingelectronsand where we have used [p] =

racy/?2 - 1 foreachstateand72= 70+ 1- ?•. Thedirection

of the momentum

of the other electron

is found

by substituting indices 1 • 2. The angles for electron
directionswere also given in previousworks on runaway

values of R, larger electric fields or longer avalanche
distances are required in order to produce a significant
number of runawaysin the middle atmosphere. Figure 4
showshow particles are distributed in momentum space
for different values of r/0, for B i E. Results indicate a
significant E x B drift in addition to the motion in the
plane of E and B. Figure 5 showsthe calculated selfsimilar

electron

momentum

distributions

in the absence

of a magnetic field for two different values of 50. The
electron momentum distributions are calculated using

[e.g.,Roussel-Dupr6
et al., 1994].

a total of 2 x 104 Monte Carlo particles,by counting

2.5.

the number of particlesin each bin of A(lnœ) • 0.22,
A(cos0) = 0.2. The statistical error estimate for the

Dimensionless

Variables

To simplify numerical coefficientsin the equationsdescribing collisionalprocessesin the program, we use dimensionlessvalues of electron momentum, energy and
velocity, and time:

œ

œd-- T/ZC2 ,

p

pd----,T/ZC

v•--/•---,

v

104.

t

t•---, 7' (20)

C

where

•' - (2•rNmZ,•r•c)
-•

•0=8

103

=5

(21)

is a characteristictime of the process.With this choice,

•10•

Nm•m14/(7TICT)
= /•--2andthe equationof motion(1)
does not depend on N,• and therefore on the altitude
at which the process occurs. The sea level value of

Zlo1

N• • 2.688x 102•m-3 corresponds
to • • 172ns.
We calculate avalancherates and average velocities
as a function of electric and magnetic fields and the
angle betweenthem and usethe followingdimensionless
substitutes for these parameters:
E

5o- Et'

cB

Vo- Et'

•

i

i

i

i

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

td,dimensionless
Figure 2.

Growth of the number of particles in the

go- cos(E,
B). (22) Monte Carlo calculations for different values of 50.
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6O

I

6o=30
t

i
5O
*

40

30
20

a0=8

lO

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

r10,dimensionless
Figure 3. Runawayavalanchegrowthrate R rnultipliedby the characteristictime r definedin
equation(21). Shownhere is magneticfield dependencefor differentvaluesof electricfield for
EIB.

0 -

0 curve is shown with horizontal

dashed lines. In

form, the distribution functions resemblethose obtained

by kineticcalculations[Roussel-Dupr•
et al., 1994].
3.2.

Analytical

Analysis of Avalanche Rates

Let us considerthe casewithout a magneticfield,
with B = 0. The motion of electronsis then axially
symmetricwith the axis of symmetry being along E -E•. An electronwhoseinitial momentumP0 - p0•

become a runaway or start a runaway avalanche. Using the Monte Carlo technique, we can estimate this
probability by running the simulation many times and
approximatingthe probability with the fraction of runs

in whichthe electroneventuallygainsenergy>• 50mc2.
In Figure 6, we plot the probability for an electron with
given initial momentum vector to become a runaway,
calculated in this way. The electric force -eE on the
electron is upward. The probability for an electron to

start an avalanche(i.e., create severalnew electrons)

is opposite to E, can become a runaway or start an
avalanche,or can gradually loseenergyin collisionsand
thermalize. Its "fate" is determinedby the rate of fric-

was also calculated

tional energyloss(dynamicfriction function)and by
the rate of parallelmomentumloss(redirectionto perpendicularcomponents)due to elasticcollisions.
The electroniccollisions
area stochastic
process;
there-

terministicequationof motion (1) with r which neglectsstochasticscattering[Guterich et al.,
1992;Roussel-Dupr•et al., 1994]. Aboveit, in the ab-

fore we can only assigna probability for an electronto

and turned

out to be almost

the

same, within statistical error. The white line is a separatrix of the runaway region calculated from a de-

senceof angular diffusion,electronsare in the runaway
region, whereas below it, they are gradually slowed

Table 1. Dimensionless
Avalanche
RateRd - Rr for DifferentParameters
60 - E/Et andr/o- cB/Et for
E_LB

r/o
•6ø
0
I
2
5
8
15
30

2

5

8

0.955 4- 0.053
0.867 4- 0.051
...
...
...
......
.........

4.94 4- 0.27
5.08 4- 0.29
4.93 4- 0.29
4.05 q- 0.24
0.151 4- 0.009

10.3 4- 0.6
9.68 4- 0.57
10.4 q- 0.6
9.68 q- 0.55
8.12 q- 0.47
0.741 q- 0.041

15
22.5 4- 1.3
22.9 q- 1.3
23.2 q- 1.4
23.2 q- 1.4
22.7 4- 1.3
20.9 4- 1.2
9.87 4- 0.58

Threedotscorrespond
to a situationwithoutan avalanche.
All resultsare derivedfor 1500particles.

30
60.4 q- 3.6
56.9 q- 3.4
59.8 q- 3.5
59.4 4- 3.7
57.0 q- 3.3
57.8 q- 3.6
56.9 4- 3.4
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down. We see that, since the motion of the electrons
is stochastic,this boundary is in fact diffuse. There is

E

• lO[
.._
....
•.

a finite probabilityfor an electronwith a smallenergy

'.

•,• 0

(lessthanthe minimumenergygivenbythewhiteline)

:.•' .

•.10
t:':'77":
.•."'.•
0

-20

to becomea runaway,if it by chanceexperiencesless
energylossesthan average. On the other hand, there
is a possibilityfor electronswith higherenergyto lose
all of their energy in collisionsand thermalize. The
boundary of the runaway region, which was calculated
usingMonte Carlo calculations,liesat a highervalueof
p than predictedby the deterministicseparatrix,due to
elasticscattering.This valueis estimatedanalytically
as explainedbelow and is representedin Figure 6 by

-10I

-40

Px/mC

-10

0

10

py/mC

E

,•'101
.•.ø

ß

.

:
ß

.

• lOl •?•?'"'"
0
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-20

-40

the circle.

(a)

Px/mC
m .

We now confirm the results of our Monte Carlo com-

putation by finding the avalancherates analytically
fromthe Fokker-Planck
equation[Roussel-Dupr•
et al.,

E

1994]forthemomentum
distribution
functionf(p, t) =
f(p, p, t), wherep = cos0, 0 is the anglebetweenthe
electronmomentumand electricforceqE = -eE. This

o.'i" "i5.

equation can be written in the form:
0

-5

-10

-15

-20

-10

px/mC
-20•

py/mC

Of

1 0

Ot

p20p

. E.-.. ß

{p2(FD- qEp)f } +

O• (1-Pe)
(-qE
f+Do•)}+Si(p)
P

(23)

•,4o
I'..•3•,i7:,:""-:
.'
0......•..
0 -5 -10-15

where q - -e, FD is the dynamicfriction force, D is
the angulardiffusioncoefficientdueto small-anglecollisions,$i is the ionizationintegraldependingon electron
distributionf:

(b)

Px/mC

Figure 4. Electrons
in momentum
spacefor orthogonal E andB, 50- 5: (a) r/0- 0 and(b) r/0- 50. There
is no avalancheat r/0 - 250.

Si(p)
--•qi(P,
P)--

N,
- vtdo'ion
d3
mZm
d3
p (p',p)f(p')
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Figure 6. The probability
for an electron
with a givenmomentum
to become
a runaway
for
50 = 5 andno magnetic
field(r/0= 0). The directionof E is downward
(electrons
accelerate
upward).The whiteline is the boundary
of runawayregionif the motionof an electronis
deterministic.The circlehas radiusp8 (seetext).
I

Note that here primed variable p• is the momentumof
the primary electron and p of the secondaryelectron,
contrary to the conventionof (14) and equationsfollowingit. In equation(23), the derivativeterms in the
right-handsidecan be interpretedas follows.The O/Op
describeschangesin p without changesin direction, due
to dynamic friction and an electric force component
qE cos0. The 0/0/• describeschangesin the direction
of p, due to an electric force component qE sin 0, which
"bunches" electrons in the forward direction, and the
angulardiffusionwhich scatterselectronsaway from the
forward direction. Let us assumethat the equilibrium
in anglesis achievedmuch faster than the changesof p
take place, due to the relatively high value of D. This
condition must be true in particular near the boundary
of the runawayregion,wherep changesrelatively slowly.
The equationfor the angular equilibrium is obtained by
equatingthe 0/0/• term to zero:

the solution

of which is

f (p,!•,t)--C(p,
t)exp
(/•-• .

(25)

We nowreturn to equation(23). After substitutinga
self-similardistributionfunctionsuchthat 3f/Bt = R f,
and averagingover angles,(23) can be rewritten as

0

Rfp- p•Op{p2[FD -qEM(p)]fp}+ Sip(p),
where

fP(P'
•)--• I f (p,!•, t)d!•,
!•f (p,!•, t )d!•,
and

Sip(P)-•pp I
The functionM(p), whichis just the averagevalueof
/• at givenp, canbe foundfromequation(25).
The growthrate R canbe foundfromequation(26)
usinganalysis
analogous
to [Gurevich
et al., 1994].First,
notethat after we integrateequation(26) overp (with
weight4•rp2),by takingthe lowerlimit at momentum
p8 suchthat FD(p•) = qEM(p•), the O/Opterm disappears,i.e. there is no electronflux throughthe sphere
p = p,. We shouldthustake p• to be the boundaryof
the runawayregion. The equalityFD = qEM alsointuitively meansthat the frictionis balancedby the electric
forcecomponentqE cos0 parallelto p. The valueof p•
as calculated for the caseof Figure 6 is representedin
Figure 6 by a circle.

FollowingGurevichet al. [1994],we assumethat in

the ionizationintegralSip the electrons
are described
by a monoenergeticbeam:
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-
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lead to negligible error. The correct rate is obtained

(p'- po),

by a convolutionof (27) with the electrondistribution
function. Using self-similar distributions obtained in
our Monte Carlo model, we find that this convolution
is different from the expressiongiven by simple formula

which reducesthe ionization integral to

Sip
- 4•p
1•NN,•
Zm
vo
d•ion
dp(po,p).
We now integrate equation (26) from p• to •

(28) by a factor rangingfrom • 0.8 at œs= 500 keV to

(with

• 1.01 at œs-- l0 keV.

Analytical result (28) agreeswell with our Monte

weight4•p•) to obtain:

Rjp•fp4•fdp
- NN•Z•vo•(po,p)dp
Equating the total number of runaway electronsin the
left-hand sideto N, we find, after changingthe integration variable to energy E:

Carlo calculations, as illustrated in Figure 7. The rate
comparisonsand values of œ• are also presentedin Table 2. If we "turn off" elastic angular scattering by

substitutingM(p) -- 1, the avalancherates are larger
by a factor of •4, as shown in Figure 7.
3.3.

• - N•Z•o
••• •o•
d$ (•o
' •)•,
where $• is the critical runaway energy,corresponding

Discussion

The avalanche rates calculated by different authors,
which are presented in Figure 7, are apparently quite

different. While the resultsof [Roussel-Dupr•et al.,
to p•, and$0 (corresponding
to po) is the typicalenergy 1994],as wasshownby $ymbalistyet al. [1997,1998],
of electronsin the beam. This expressionis similar

were overestimated due to numerical error, the rates cal-

to that obtainedby Curevichet al. [1992],however, culated with a two dimensional kinetic model of Symthere is a significantconceptualdifference. Curevich et
balistyet al. [1998]still appearto be greaterthan both
al. [1992]neglectangulardiffusionand useinsteadof the predictions of our Monte Carlo model and our an-

$• the minimum energy of an electron moving initially
perpendicularto the electric field necessaryfor it to run
away. The cross section of ionization into interval dS

(for small$) is

right angle[Roussel-Dupr•
et al., 1994],the differential

d•iøn
(•0' •) • •%T•c4
dS
v•$•

cross section

New electronscan be produced by a beam of energy
$0 only in the interval $• < $ < $0/2, therefore

- 0
R

=

alytical computations by a factor ranging from •1.5 at
50 = 2 to •3.5 at 50 - 10. The sourceof this discrepancy probably lies in the formulation of the ionization
process.Assuming that the scattering occursonly at a
for creation

of electron

with

momentum

p and energyœ by an electronwith momentump' and
energyœ•can be written as

of thi

Offion © - do'ion
(œ,
œ,)
5(cos
•)'

ON
Ot

_ 2wN•Z•r•mc
4f•o/•
d$
vo
•
__

103

__

vo
or in dimensionless

•

•o

'

102

units

Rd--R•--• %-1 •0-1
Using a more exact expressionfor the ionization cross
sectionas givenby (14), we find

i( i

1
-

For % •

10ø

-

104

% - I

0

1).

(28)

The justificationof the choiceof a monoenergeticdistribution function and 70 • oe is essentiallysimplicity of
theatment

i

i

i

4

6

8

10

$o=E/Et

oc, we have

Ra - 1/(%-

i

2

and our estimates indicate that these choices

Figure 7. Dimensionlessrunaway avalanche growth
rate/•d = /•- in the absenceof magnetic field, as a func-

tion of electricfield, obtainedby differentmodels: (1)
analyticalexpression,(2)Monte Carlo, (3)Symbalisty
et al. [1998],(4) analyticalexpression
without elastic
scattering,and (5) Roussel-Dupr•et al. [1994].
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Table 2. Monte Carlo Results for B-

0, Analytical Estimates

5o

2

5

8

10

12

15

Ra, model
œs,keV

0.986 4- 0.014
549

5.18 4- 0.08
103

9.92 4- 0.15
54

13.30 4- 0.19
41

17.14 4- 0.25
32

22.66 4- 0.33
24

4.92

9.41

12.6

16.0

21.2

/•d -- •,c2/œs

0.930

Model results are derived for 20,000 particles.

where dl2 is the element of solid angle, ( is the angle
betweenp and p'. We can write

cos( = cos0'cos0+ sin0'sin0 cos(0'- O),

where /1b -- COS
0b > O. We then have

Si(p)
- Go,1
(•b,
•)NmZm
vo•2
•øø
do'iøn
dS (œ
'
27rp
2

'

where (0', O') and (0, O) are the directionsof incident The rate of change of the total number of particles is
and producedelectrons,respectively.
Neglecting the ionization energy, the ionization inte-

thus given by

gral (24) can be transformedinto the form [RousselDupr• et al., 1994]'

OC
(/tb,
(WON)ion- / Si(p)d3p
; 1Go,1

p'2dS,Thereforethe rate Ro• calculatedusing [Roussel-Duprd
'œ'
•)f (P')
p2 ' et al., 1994;Symbalistyet al., 1998]formulationof the
Si(p)
- N•Z•v
/ df2'
•2
•øc
0œ0f2
0rriøn
(St
Integrating over O' using the properties of the Dirac 5

ionizationintegral is greater than ROo by a factor of

function, we find

Si(p) - N•Z•v

/•G• f21G1(/tb,/t)d/t /tb

.

cot Ob,

t2

Go(.', .)
I

œ

P-dœ'
deYiøn
(œ
œ')f(P')p2
As the beam gets narrower at higher applied electric
dœ

'

fields50 = E/Et, the factor cotObgrows,and we have

where/z' = cos0',/z = cos0, and

Go(/, -

O(1 -- /t'2 -- /t2)

2=
fo
2=
5(cos
•dO'

=

it is important that the more accuraterates Rao are

and ©(x) is the Heavisidestep function. Instead of
the above more complete expression,$ymbalisty et al.
[1998]havethe followingionizationintegral'

S/(p) = N•Z•v.

,

a growing discrepancy between two models.
In view of the key importance of the avalancherate in
the overall development of the runaway electron beam,

P'2dS,

p2 '
1 ,/•+)+f(p',/z'_)]
•• d•on
d• (œ
'œ•)
•[f(P•

used in any qualitative models of this highly nonlinear
process.

3.4.

Direction

and Velocity

of Avalanche

Of practical interest is the casewhen the breakdown
does not start uniformly everywhere in space, but instead starts at some localized point and propagates
in space. Such case of non-uniform breakdown was

where/•' - + sin0 - + v/1 /•2 Thiscorresponds
to previouslystudiedanalytically[Gurevichet al., 1994].
a substitutionGo(//,/•) • Gi(/•',/•), where

1 /z'- V/1-/.t2)+5(//+V/1-/•2)].
Gi(//,/.t)
- •[5(
Physically, the usage of G1 instead of Go means that
only scattering in the plane of E is allowed,i.e., p, p',
E lie in the same plane. To see the numerical difference

in the determinationof the avalanchegrowth rate R
calculated using Go and G1, let us take a distribution
with a spread angle Obin the beam:

f(p,)_ F(p')5(t/-/•b)
2•rp,2
,

Here we instead use the Monte Carlo technique, since
it traces the coordinates x, y, z of each particle. To
calculate the e-folding distance, in addition to the temporal avalanchegrowth rate, we should also know the

meanvelocityof the beam. In previousworks[Gurevichet al., 1996;Lehtinenet al., 1997],the meanbeam
velocity was calculated on the basis of the deterministic
equation of motion of an "averageelectron," neglecting
stochastic scattering, an assumption which leads to inaccurate results. With our Monte Carlo method, the
beam velocity v• is accurately determined by sampling
average coordinates of electrons that move away from
the starting point.

LEHTINEN

ET AL.' MONTE

CARLO MODEL OF MEV RUNAWAY

4. Relativistic Electron Runaway
in the Middle Atmosphere
We now apply the Monte Carlo method to construct
a new model of relativistic electron runaway in the mid-
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For 5o lessthan a certain value, there is no avalanche.
In these cases,the value of R _<0 is calculatedby extrapolationfrom the calculated/i• > 0 at highervalues
of 50. These/i• behaveroughly in the sameway as those
obtained using physical reasoningoutlined by Lehtinen

dle atmospheredriven by the quasi-electrostaticthun-

et al. [1997].The crudeness
of this approximationcan
dercloudfields [Paskoet al., 1997]. This new model be justified by the fact that in the middle atmosphere
is similar to the cylindrically symmetric model used in

the regionswhere the avalancheis quencheddo not have

our previouswork [Lehtinenet al., 1996]but is specifi- many energetic electrons and therefore do not play any
cally designedfor a Cartesiancoordinatesystem,with
a translational symmetry along a horizontal direction,
representingthe simplestmodel of the runaway process
with which we can accountfor non-vertical geomagnetic
field. In such a model the charge distribution has to be
linear, which can physically represent a thundercloud
chargedistribution with transverseextent. We describe
this model briefly below, by pointing out differencesbetween it and our previous model.

role in the development of the avalanche.
The optical emissionsare produced as a result of excitation of neutral speciesthrough impacts by thermal

electrons,driven by the electric field [Paskoet al.,
1997],and suprathermalelectrons(>• 10 eV), createdin
the runawayavalanche [Bell et al., 1995]. The optical
emission

intensities

are calculated

in the same manner

as describedby Lehtinenet al. [1997].
Gamma ray production is also calculated as by Lehti-

nen et al. [1997],exceptthat we usethe new electron
The 2-D model presented usesCartesian coordinates
and is translationally symmetric in the horizontal y
direction. The geomagnetic field is B = Bcosc• +

distribution in momentum space, obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation for parameters 50, •/0, and /•0 correspondingto the point at which the volume emissionrate
proportional to/V,•]V• has a maximum, which occursat
"" 65 km altitude. The emissiondiagrams of each parti-

/• sinc•,/•

cle in the set are then summed.

4.1.

Model Description

= 5 x l0 -5 T, c•-- 30ø, wherez is a verti-

cal axis. The initial thundercloud charge consistsof two
infinitely long chargesof linear density -+-• at altitudes
of l0 km and 5 km, respectively. The separated dipole
chargesare assumedto be establishedover a relatively

long time (> 100 s). The inducedstatic chargedistribution

is calculated

in the same manner

as described

in

[Lehtinenet al., 1997]. Subsequently,
the positivepart
of the dipole chargeis dischargedto ground in 1 ms. We
use an exponentialambient ion conductivity profile, as

For N2 and 02 and for electron initial and final kinetic
energies""l MeV we can use the Born approximation

[Heitler,1954]. The angulardependence
is takenfrom
[Jackson,1975, p. 705]. Becausethe atmosphereis
optically thin (•- •< 0.01) at the altitude of maximum
volume emissionrate, we do not take Compton scattering or the photoelectric attenuation effect into account
in our calculationsof the gamma ray flux at the satellite
altitudes.

effect of cloud aerosols. For computational simplicity,
we do not account for the change of conductivity associated with heating of thermal electronsby the electric

4.2.

breakdown

to-

tal bremsstrahlung
crosssection[Heitler,1954,p. 245].

in previouswork [Paskoet al., 1997; Lehtinenet al.,
1997]. This conductivityprofiledoesnot includethe

field. This effect would lead to conventional

We use the Heitler

Results

Results for a model middle atmosphereare presented
in Figures 8 and 9 for a dischargewhich removesa linear

chargedensityh = 12 C/km. For calculationsof values
integrated over the total volume including the axis of
symmetry we assumethe size of the region over which
whichis •< 10 m at 70 km altitude [Paskoet al., 1998]. chargeis removedto be L = 100 km, so that the total
The dynamicsof the chargedistribution is calculated charge removed in the dischargeis Q -- AL = 1200 C.
in a mannersimilarto [Lehtinenet al., 1997].We take The cloud length of 100 km is the minimum possible
advantageof the relatively slowvariation of the electric length for which the assumption of approximate transfield and describeit usinga time-varyingpotential (i.e., lational symmetry is still valid, becauseit is of the orquasi-electrostatic
approximation).
der of nonsymmetric dimensions of the system. The
The runaway electron density N• is calculated us- dischargecan have a significant effect on the electric
ing the fluid equation [Lehtinenet al., 1997],with the field at altitudes where the typical time of field relaxand development of streamer channels, requiring grid
size in our model to be smaller than the streamer size,

source So of MeV electrons provided by cosmic rays:

Ot

+ V. (v•N•) = RNr + So(z).

(29)

ation e0/cris greaterthan the time of discharge.To get
the maximum observedcurrents of --200 kA, the charge
1200 C has to be removed in time in -•6 ms, which in our
model would have the same effect as instantaneous

re-

moval at altitudes below 80 km. The geomagneticfield
dip angle for theseresultsis 60ø, which correspondsto
and are interpolated from valuescalculatedas discussed midlatitudes, where sprites are usually observed. We
in section3 and stored in a lookup table of 50, •/o, /•o. can use the fluid model of the runaway avalanchewhen
The local avalanche rate _Rand velocity vr are functions

of dimensionless
parameters50, r/o, /•o definedin (22),
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Figure 8. The runawayelectronavalanchein the atmospherefor a chargemoment of A =
12 C/km at • = 3 ms after the start of the discharge.B lies in the plane of the picture.

(a) Velocityfieldlines,(b) electricfieldlines,(c) electricfieldthresholds,
(d) runawayelectron
density,(e) opticalemissions
in N2 first positivebandsystem(total), maximumis "06.4MR.
(f) Runawayelectroncontributionto it, maximumis "08.8kR.
the spatial diffusionof runawayelectronsdue to different effect of magnetic field on electronswith different
energyis not too large. Suchisthe casefor a 60ø dip angle,whenthe geomagnetic
fieldB is sufficientlycloseto
the vertical. The spatial diffusionof electronsbecomes
importantwhenB is closeto a horizontal,i.e., at the geomagnetic equator. The orbit of the CGRO satellite on

which the gamma ray flasheswere measuredis confined
to 4-20ø geographiclatitudes, so that some terrestrial

gamma ray flashesmay have originated at the geomagnetic equator, where the fluid model is insufficient for
their accurate description.
Figure 8a showsthe trajectories of runaway electrons
calculated

on the basis of our Monte

Carlo

model

and

the fluid model. We see that electrons move along
E at lower altitudes and along B at higher altitudes.
The altitude at which the regime of motion changes
is around 35 km, which is the argument that elas-
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Figure 9. Terrestrialgammaray flashes.(a) Sampleof BATSEobservation,
(b) simulated
terrestrialgammaray flashes
asseenby BATSE,at -045ø northernlatitudein the photonenergy
interval 100-300keV, and (c) schematics
of gammaray emission.
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tic collisionsplay a more important role than inelas-
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electricand magneticfieldsand to determineconditions

tic ones[Roussel-Dupr•
and Gurevich,1996;Taranenko for an electron to start an avalanche. Our results inandRoussel-Dupr•,
1997].Thereis alsoa drift velocity dicate that several previous calculationsof avalanche
componentperpendicular to the plane of the picture at
higher altitudes, where the influence of magnetic field
on electron motion is important.
The regionsof runaway and conventionalair break-

rates have overestimated•them due to numerical problems or simplifying assumptions. The new method is
applied to a model of runaway breakdowndue to a
positivereturn stroke from a laterally extensivethun-

down,which occursat 50 >• 10 are shownin Figure 8c.

dercloudusinga Cartesian(translationallysymmetric)

model and a lookuptable of calculatedavalanchevelocities and rates. We concludethat the geomagneticfield
work [Lehtinenet al., 1997]is that the runawaydensity must be accountedfor in describingthe motion of rungrowsslower,sincethe avalancherates are smaller by a awayelectronsat midlatitudes,wheremost spriteshave
factorof --10 than thoseusedin [Lehtinenet al., 1997]. been observed.The magneticfield significantlydeflects
Figure 8e showstotal optical emissionsin the 1st pos- the runaway beam from the vertical, so that the freitive band system of N2. The intensity in Rayleighs is quently observedvertical columnarstructure of sprite
obtained by integrating the emissionrate along the line is an indication that the observed luminosity is not
of sight, which is taken parallel to the linearly extended producedby the runaway electronsas has been previchargedistribution and is thus L - 100 km long. Fig- ouslysuggested
[TaranenkoandRoussel-Dupr•,
1996].
ure 8f showsthe relatively weak optical emissionspro- At latitudes closeto the geomagneticequatorial region,
ducedby the electronsin the runaway beam, indicating whereterrestrialgamma ray flasheshavebeendetected,
that the emissionrate is dominated by the conventional the gamma ray beam, which is parallel to the electron
breakdown. Note that Figure 8e showsemissionsbefore beam, is deflectedfrom the vertical due to the geomagconventional breakdown, becauseour model does not netic field. At the geomagneticequator,the horizontal
field is perpendicularto the vertical thuntake into accountthe changeof conductivity associated geomagnetic
with heating. Therefore, averaged over the frame rate derstormelectric field and can prevent the development
(-•17 ms) the total emissionintensitieswill be smaller. of relativistic electron avalancheat altitudes >• 40 km.
The optical emissionsassociatedwith relativistic elecNevertheless,comparisonof Figures 8e and 8f illustrates
that the contribution to the optical intensities of the trons are found to be not of significant intensity comrunaway processis negligible,unlike our previousresult pared to emissionscausedby conventionaltype of ionization breakdown. For sufficientlylarge dischargevalreportedby Lehtinenet al. [1997].
Figure 9 demonstrates bremsstrahlung gamma ray ues, the gamma ray fluxes, which are produced by
emissions. A sample of observational data is in Fig- bremsstrahlungfrom the runaway electron beam, are
ure 9a. Figure 9b shows the calculated emissionsat found to be consistentwith experimentaldata [Fish500 km altitude of the observing satellite. The angu- man et al., 1994; Nemiroff et al., 1997]. The gamma
lar distribution
of the emission is forward directed for
ray spectrumis consistentwith a bremsstrahlung
specrelativistic electrons, which produces the "spot." As trum.
seen from Figure 9b, the angular distribution of emitIn general,the effectof runawayelectronsin the upted gamma rays has a width of ,.•15ø. Figure 9c is a peratmosphere
issmallerthanin [Lehtinenet al., 1997],
cartoon demonstrating the production of this spot. The dueto lowercalculatedavalanche
ratesthan in [Rousselpredictionis that for midlatitudes the gamma ray emis- Dupr• et al., 1994],althoughthe electricfield configsionsare aligned with the geomagneticfield. Unfortu- uration is determined by the same conductivity pronately, the direction of origin of the terrestrial gamma file. Otherworks[e.g.,Yukhimuk
et al., 1999]usenew
ratescalculatedby Symbalistyet al. [1998],
ray flash requiresa special analysisof BATSE data and avalanche
is not in the public domain, so we cannot draw a conclu- which are still larger than thoseobtainedin our Monte
sion about a correlation betweenit and the geomagnetic Carlo model, as discussedin section3.3. Also, many
field. The calculated gamma ray flux is of the same or- works use an electric field model which assumes no conFigure 8d showsthe two dimensional structure of the
runaway beam. The basic differencewith our previous

et al., 1998;
der of magnitudeas the CGRO observation[Fishman ductivitybelow20 km [e.g.,Roussel-Duprd
et al., 1994].
Yukhimuk
et al., 1999].The electricfieldin thesemodThe experimental spectra of terrestrial gamma rays elshas highervaluesat altitudesat whichthe runaway
[Nemiroffet al., 1997]havebeenshownto be closeto electron avalanche occurs. All these factors lead to
that expected from the bremsstrahlungprocess. The lowerrunawayelectroneffectsin our model than those
model describedin this work predictsanalogousspectra obtainede.g.,by Yukhimuket al. [1999].
since they are not modified by Compton scattering in
the atmosphere.

5. Summary and Conclusions
A Monte Carlo model is used to accurately calculate
uniform runaway electron avalanche rates in constant
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